
January 16, 2015 

To Whom It May Concern:  

This letter is to recommend that Abena Ocran-Jackson be recognized as an Emerging Leader in Early Care and 

Education. I have worked closely with Abena for nearly two years, largely as a member of the NAEYC Council for 

Accreditation when Abena was Interim Senior Director of the NAEYC Academy; during that time, I also began 

service on the NAEYC Governing Board’s strategic planning committee, which Abena and her colleagues staffed. 

Now Director of Teacher Preparation for Knowledge Universe, Abena is precisely the sort of young leader the field 

of early childhood needs.  

“Young,” however, modifies her age, not her character. In every interaction during our collaborations, Abena 

demonstrated traits that, when combined, typically denote the sort of wisdom that comes only with age. Abena has 

a deep knowledge base, understanding both the most current research content that drives best practices in ECE 

and the decades-old principles that undergird that content. Meanwhile, her sense of professionalism, self-

possession, and generosity unfold in every encounter, letting colleagues across ideological perspectives contribute 

to the discussion and bringing her own perspective to bear once all have contributed – and always with a smile. 

Similarly, her expert management of a diverse, complex division negotiating massive organizational leadership 

transitions was evident in all of her interactions with us volunteers and with her staff and colleagues. Despite 

overseeing a team that included several older employees with many years’ more tenure at NAEYC than she 

possessed, Abena consistently demonstrated poise far beyond her years.  

These leadership skills weren’t on display just for the easy stuff. As the NAEYC explored its accreditation system, 

governance structures, and flagging membership through a rigorous strategic planning process, work at both the 

Board and the Council increasingly confronted difficult issues related to member identity and homogeneity, equity 

regarding and access to quality improvement, state and large-system needs in a shifting public policy landscape, 

staff management through tumultuous change, and more. Using subtle comments that quietly reframed an entire 

discussion, trenchant declarations of purpose when mission was creeping, friendly “reminders” of research that 

few knew well, Abena subtly but consistently demonstrated her leadership skills when they were most needed.  

And that’s the rub, isn’t it? Too often early education leaders eager to line up behind morally straightforward 

“Week of the Young Child” or “worthy wage” advocacy shy away from working through the tough, grey-area work. 

Abena’s leadership comes not only from her deeply informed, thoughtful, and inclusive facilitation of exploratory 

discussions but also from her committed, brave engagement with the messy work of implementation and 

management. That is to say, in a profession with lots of friendly faces but a lot less backbone, Abena is the sort of 

leader who makes us recognize that we are strong, and we are even stronger when we unite across differences.  

Abena Ocran-Jackson is the leader our profession desperately needs as we plunge forward into a demanding 

decade. I urge Exchange to join those who know that she is, already, a leader, and to recognize her as such.  

Sincerely,  

 
Chris Amirault, Ph.D.  

Executive Director, Brown/Fox Point Early Childhood Education Center, Providence RI 02906 

President, Rhode Island Association for the Education of Young Children 

Chair-Elect, Council for NAEYC Accreditation 


